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Abstract—In this research, a recurrent neural network with
parametric bias (RNNPB) was adopted to construct a continuous
expression space from emotion caused human behaviours. It
made use of the short-term memory ability of the recurrent
weights to store spatio-temporal sequences features, while the
attached parametric bias units were trained in a self-organizing
way and represented as a low-dimensional expression space to
capture these non-linear features of the sequences. Three demonstrations were given: training and recognition performances were
examined in computer simulations, while the network generated
both trained and novel movements were shown in a threedimensional avatar demonstrations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Although there are various theories concerning the links
between emotion and cognition (see e.g. [7], [8], [11] for
edited collections presenting a broad sample of models in
various disciplines) and even questioning whether the loop
between cognition and emotion really exists (e.g. [4]), it
is nowadays agreed that emotion mediates various cognitive
processes including sensorimotor process, and therefore that
emotional states interact with and modulate motor behaviours.
As a result of such modulation, emotion is (implicitly or explicitly) expressed in motor behavior. Therefore, some sensorimotor processes, physically expressed as motor behaviours,
are partially caused by, or at least co-occur with, emotions.
This link is being increasingly investigated by recent research in psychology and neuroscience. For instance, body
languages have been found to constitute a signal of affective
information [2], [12], [17], [18]. Conversely, people are able
to recognize the emotions that are originated from either static
postures [29] or dynamic motions [28], probably from socalled “critical features” [26].
Certain subtle general motor behaviours of the human body
can be thought of as expressing emotional states. For instance,
the tilt angle of head can be linked inferiority- and superiorityrelated emotions [23]. Since such behaviour can be accounted
for part of the cortical neural responses from neurotransmitter
dopamine modulation (such as arousal), these bodily states
tend to be relatively slow to arise and slow to dissipate.
This facilitates people to differentiate emotions from observing
these subtle behaviours.
Based on this hypothesis, different applications for emotion
recognition have been developed, mainly focusing on facial

expressions, such as [15], [25]. However, compared to the extensive research on analysis of emotion from face expressions,
little attention has been placed on affective body movement
analysis. This is due to two main challenges that need to be
overcome in order to develop an application to recognize an
emotion from the affective body expression:
1) there are a great number of possible behaviours (e.g.
walking, standing, talking) arising from the same emotion,
2) there are also a great number of dimensions of human
body skeleton in one movement.
To tackle the first problem, experimental data was often
constrained to a finite set of body movements or hand gestures.
For instance, [30] carried out studies only in non-affective gestures such as sign languages. In [10] the authors successfully
classified six basic emotion expressions from human postures,
but they used only computer-generated static figures.
To address the second problem, one approach is to reduce
the data dimensions based on their statistical or geometrical
correlations. In [1], [13], [16], PCA (principal component
analysis) was used to analyse the gesture features. Computer
vision related methods can also be an option to detect the
correlation between dimensions within the captured images.
For instance, the convexity approach was adopted to reduce
the large-dimensional feature vectors into a smaller set of
points that represents the hand posture by generating convex
hull in the pixel space [3], which could be further used for
classification method (e.g. [14], [24]).
In this paper, we propose the following answers to address
the two above-mentioned challenges:
1) To design a method to analyse body movement without
any facial expressions information, with a view to further
develop such a method for the generation of expressive
behaviours in humanoid robots in the context of the
ALIZ-E project1 . Consequently, only the body movements which are comparable to the basic behaviours of
our humanoid robot, e.g. walking and standing, were
learnt. After that, we used data that had been collected
with a body movement tracker with wearable sensors
[22], as this provides precise quantitative data of each
part of the body.
1 http://www.aliz-e.org

2) In order to recognize and generate (both trained and
novel) behaviours, we aim to construct an expression
space between actual behaviour data and the affective
space as [5], [9], [21] did. However, different from
previous research, the body joint space contains a larger
number of dimensions than the facial expression or
the head position space. A learning method should be
adopted to reduce features and represent slow-changing
profiles of the features in a space with smaller number
of dimensions. Furthermore, in agreement with of our
previous study [22], this behaviour expression space
should not be restricted to basic emotions but should also
be continuous. To fulfil these requirements in dimensionality reduction, we model the behaviour expression space
with a variant version of a recurrent neural network
model, called recurrent neural network with parametric
bias (RNNPB) [27], because of its low-dimensional PB
space which can be trained as a continuous expression
space with emotional behaviours data and other features.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The RNNPB
architecture is presented in section 2. In Section 3 we will
demonstrate its capabilities to learn, recognize and generate
emotion caused behaviours. We conclude with discussion and
conclusions in Section 4 and 5.

activations are from the same time-step. The inputs to the
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where wli represents the weighting matrix between the hidden
layer and the input layer, w̄ln represents the weighting matrix
between PB units and the hidden layer, and vll0 indicates the
recurrent weighting matrix within the hidden layer itself.
The transfer functions in the output layer, hidden layer and
the PB units all employ the sigmoid function proposed by [20],
2
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P Bn = 1.7159 · tanh( ρn )
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where y represents the input vector to the neurons in the
hidden and output layers and ρn represents the internal values
of the PB units.
Three running modes (learning, recognition and generation)
can functionally simulate different stages between emotiondriven motor behaviours and emotions.
s =

II. R ECURRENT N EURAL M ODEL
Compared to the generic RNN networks which are difficult
to implement multiple attractor dynamics, RNNPB is able to
generate and recognize multiple temporal sequence patterns by
its self-organizing property within an additional layer, called
parametric bias units (PB Units). As shown in Fig. 1, an
RNNPB is essentially a recurrent network (Elman or Jordan
types) with a set of bias units with adjustable values. The parametric bias (PB) units in this recurrent network are connected
to the hidden layer as ordinary bias units, but the internal
values of them are also updated through back-propagation.
Comparing to the generic RNN, the RNNPB owns the additional PB variables which act as bifurcation parameters (which
further multiplied with the adjustable weights) for the nonlinear dynamics. Also, the PB units endow the network to
have generalization ability to untrained dynamics. Thus, this
network has also been further adopted to mimic the process of
language acquisition [31], sensorimotor contingency [19] and
other cognitive processes.
In this paper, we employed this model to learn spatiotemporal knowledge from perceived behaviours. This information was represented in the PB units and the trained
units could be used as emotion recognition and emotional
behaviour regeneration. Moreover, due to the generalization
capabilities of the recurrent architectures, the RNNPB was able
to generate novel spatio-temporal sequences which were not
trained before.
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the RNNPB model. We
use sb (t) to represent the activation and P B(t) to represent
the activation of the PB units at the time-step t. In some of
the following equations, the time-index t is omitted if all

Figure 1: RNNPB with Elman-like connections
Learning mode: The learning is performed off-line, but the
internal values in PB units are learned unsupervised. When
providing the training stimulus for each movement pattern,
the weights are updated with BPTT (back-propagation through
time). Similarly, the internal values of the PB units are also
updated in a self-organizing way from back-propagation. If we
refer to one entire learning cycle (all sequences) as an epoch
e, in each epoch, the kth PB unit u updates its internal value
based on the summation of the back-propagated error from
one complete sequence (Eq. 4 ).
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represents the back-propagation error of the PB unit uk at
time-step t, pk,e is the output value of parametric units which
are transferring into the hidden layer via full connectivity. The

learning rate of the PB unit ηl is proportional to the initial
learning rates η of the synaptic weights with factor M . T
represents the length of the whole training sequence in one
epoch e, so the update value of the internal PB value is the
error summation from the whole sequence multiplied by the
learning rate.
The training progress is basically determined by the cost
function:
T
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where sbi (t + 1) is the one-step ahead input (as well as the
desired output), sok (t) is the current output, T is the total number of available time-step samples in a complete sensorimotor
sequence and N is the number of output nodes, which is equal
to the number of input nodes. Following gradient descent, each
weight update in the network is proportional to the negative
gradient of the cost with respect to the specific weight w that
will be updated:
∂C
(6)
∆wij = −ηij
∂wij
Furthermore, all the learning rates η in this network are
adaptive, which means that they are adjusted in every epoch.
To determine whether the learning rate has to be increased or
decreased, we compute the changes of the weighting matrix
wi,j between neurons i and j in consecutive epochs:
σij =

∂C
∂C
(e − 1)
(e)
∂wij
∂wij

(7)

The update of the learning rate is

+

min(ηij (e − 1) · ξ , ηmax ) if σij > 0,
ηij (e) = max(ηij (e − 1) · ξ − , ηmin ) if σij < 0,


ηij (e − 1)
else.
where ξ + > 1 and ξ − < 1 represent the increasing/decreasing
rate of the adaptive learning rates, with ηmin and ηmax as
lower and upper bounds, respectively. Thus, the learning rate
of a particular weight increases by ξ + to speed up the learning
when the changes of that weight from two consecutive epochs
have the same sign, and vice versa.
Action recognition mode:
This mode recognizes the types of behaviour sequences by
updating the PB units according to the past observation. The
information flow in this running mode is mostly the same as
in the learning mode, i.e. by back-propagation, except that the
synaptic weights are not updated; rather, the error between
target and prediction is only back-propagated and updated into
the PB units. If a trained sequence is presented to the network,
the activation of the PB units will converge to the values that
were previously shown in the learning mode, so as to recover
the PB values trained before.
The internal values of PB unit are updated by:
B
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t
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where ηr is the updating rate. The internal values of the PB
units are summed from back-propagated error with a specific
time length l. The reason of doing a summation is that we
expect it can smooth the local fluctuations of the error and
decrease its effect to maintain the update of PB unit relatively
slow.
Action generation mode: After learning and after the synaptic weights are determined, the RNNPB can act in a closedloop way, in which the output prediction can be applied as
an input for the next time step. In principle, the network can
generate a trained sequence by providing initial value of the
input and externally setting the PB values (i.e. values in the
expression space).
III. D EMONSTRATIONS
In this section, three demonstrations focusing on network
learning, movement recognition and movement generation
are shown. Computer simulations were done in the first
two demonstrations, while in the third demonstration, 3dimensional avatar movements were generated, which were
demonstrated online. These are proof-of-concept demonstrations to use this network as a core model for generating specialised non-verbal robot behaviours in human-robotinteraction. Based on this target,
1) We separated two kinds of training data based on two
different behaviours in order to eliminate the subtle
differences in different behaviours generation.
2) We kept the network in a small scale since the number
of specialised movements from one person is limited.
Specifically, the data that used for the network was taken
from an inertial motion capture system by Xsens2 , while the
actor was performing two sets of basic behaviours (standing
and walking) expressing five kinds of emotions (joy, sadness,
fear, anger, pride), which was documented in [22]. Threedimensional skeleton motion capture was used rather than
camera-based systems such as Microsoft Kinect, because it
would be easier to map the generated motion into humanoid
robots for further project developments. Also motions from
various body parts could be well-isolated in a quantitative way
for network training. Such quantitative data can be reviewed
and utilized in external editors and programs (Fig. 2). The
sampling frequency of this system was 120Hz.
A. Network Performance
Although the raw data-sets from the system contained
various kinds of movement information, such as movement
velocity, joint angles, we only utilised the three-dimensional
vectors representing the segments’ origins in the global coordinate. The sequences were further processed into a 78dimensional data by calculating the 3-dimensional coordinates
of each segment with respect to the centre of mass of the
whole body as a velocity-matched reference point (which is
also captured and calculate from the system). Then the PCA
algorithm was employed as a pre-whitening stage to reduce

(8)
2 www.xsens.com/en/general/mvn

Parameters
η
ηmax
ηmin
ηr
Mγ
nb/o
nh
nP B
ξ−
ξ+

Parameter’s Descriptions
Initial Learning Rate
Maximum Value of Learning Rate
Minimum Value of Learning Rate
Updating Rate in Recognition Mode
Proportionality Constant of PB Units Updating Rate
Size of Input/Output Layer
Size of Hidden Layer
Size of PB Unit
Decreasing Rate of Learning Rate
Increasing Rate of Learning Rate

Value
2.0 × 10−6
1.0 × 10−4
1.0 × 10−8
8.0 × 10−3
0.001
4
100
2
0.999999
1.000001

Table I: Network parameters
PB
joy1
joy2
pride1
pride2
fear1
fear2
anger1
anger2
sadness1
sadness2

joy1
––
0.5182
0.9510
0.9864
2.0909
2.0364
0.7909
0.7591
1.3054
1.4864

joy2
0.5182
––
0.7773
0.5364
2.3045
2.3182
1.0773
0.9591
1.4591
1.6773

pride1
0.9510
0.7773
––
0.1501
1.7409
1.7636
0.7864
0.6004
0.8273
1.1091

pride2
0.9864
0.5364
0.1501
––
1.7682
1.7678
0.7591
0.6136
0.8318
1.1005

fear1
2.0909
2.3045
1.7409
1.7682
––
0.1227
1.2818
1.3136
0.6773
0.9227

fear2
2.0364
2.3182
1.7636
1.7678
0.1227
––
1.3682
1.2773
0.6682
0.9245

anger1
0.7909
1.0773
0.7864
0.7591
1.2818
1.3682
––
0.1727
0.5755
0.7455

anger2
0.7591
0.9591
0.6004
0.6136
1.3136
1.2773
0.1727
––
0.6591
0.5545

sadness1
1.3045
1.4591
0.8273
0.8318
0.6773
0.6682
0.5755
0.6591
––
0.2727

sadness2
1.4864
1.6773
1.1091
1.1005
0.9227
0.9245
0.7455
0.5545
0.2727
––

sadness1
1.4182
1.1227
0.8011
0.8227
1.5502
1.2402
0.8334
0.8975
––
0.2634

sadness2
1.0545
0.7955
0.2591
0.2318
1.2344
1.4427
0.8995
0.8580
0.2634
––

Table II: PB Values after Training (Standing Behaviour)
PB
joy1
joy2
pride1
pride2
fear1
fear2
anger1
anger2
sadness1
sadness2

joy1
––
0.2955
1.2364
1.0682
2.1709
2.3682
1.9136
2.0127
1.4182
1.0545

joy2
0.2955
––
0.9773
0.8591
1.9545
2.2002
1.6773
0.7318
1.1227
0.7955

pride1
1.2364
0.9773
––
0.1636
0.9909
1.1864
0.8227
0.6818
0.2591
0.8011

pride2
1.0682
0.8591
0.1636
––
1.1318
1.3227
0.9955
0.8773
0.2318
0.8227

fear1
2.1709
1.9545
0.9909
1.1318
––
0.2184
0.8954
0.7364
1.5502
1.2344

fear2
2.3682
2.2002
1.1864
1.3227
0.2184
––
0.8885
0.7509
1.2402
1.4427

anger1
1.9136
1.6773
0.8227
0.9955
0.8954
0.8885
––
0.1731
0.8334
0.8995

anger2
2.0127
0.7318
0.6818
0.8773
0.7364
0.7509
0.1731
––
0.8975
0.8580

Table III: PB Values after Training (Walking Behaviour)

same dataset of one basic behaviour (i.e. walking and standing)
but with different emotions.

Figure 2: Three Dimensional Skeleton

the dimensions of the dataset to four-dimensional data to
obtain a minimal representation by removing the transformed
dimensions whose eigenvalue was less than 0.1. The reduceddimension data was then fed to the RNNPB network, whose
parameters were shown in Tab.I. Since we needed to train the
PB units as an expression space mapped from emotion space
and eliminate the effects from different behaviours, we did two
training in two separate RNNPBs (namely, walking RNNPB
and standing RNNPB). Each network was trained with the

As we aim to apply different movements in different robot
behaviours, we presented the two RNNPBs two sets of training
data from two behaviours, walking and standing. To make
the training more efficient and practical to map the generated
movements into humanoid robots, the sampling rate of the
the processed sequence was reduced to 6Hz. Each training
set for one network included 10 sequences of the spatiotemporal reduced-dimensional data from 5 basic emotions
(i.e. 2 sequences for each emotion) were used for training.
Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b showed the PB values of two behaviours.
In these figures, the same shape of the markers (except the
asterisks) indicated the same emotion. We can observe that
PB values from the same emotion were located closer in the
PB space after the network was learned, which suggests the
PB space became a continuous space for different emotions.
Tabs. II and III gave a quantitative measurement of the distance
between each PB values in the PB space.

PB
joy
pride
fear
anger
sadness

joy
0.4909
0.7977
1.7481
0.9040
1.3579

pride
0.8858
0.1117
1.3566
0.8127
0.8298

fear
1.7479
0.6875
0.3934
1.3534
0.9044

anger
0.8844
0.7023
0.8885
0.1935
0.5324

sadness
0.6358
0.9044
0.4349
0.7175
0.1612

PB
joy
pride
fear
anger
sadness

joy
0.2941
0.8390
1.9321
1.6690
0.8294

pride
0.9021
0.2388
0.9808
0.7975
0.3738

fear
2.0525
1.3171
0.1916
1.2520
1.4204

anger
1.6026
0.9807
0.8895
0.3388
0.9642

sadness
0.8420
0.5002
1.3309
0.5692
0.2601

Table IV: Distance between Recognized Value and Training
Value in the PB Space in Standing Behaviour

Table V: Distance between Recognized Value and Training
Value in the PB Space in Walking Behaviour

B. Movement Recognition

units) interacts with lower level (input and output layers) in
different modes. Particularly, the generation mode is similar
as top-down influences in the cognitive processes, in which
smaller number of parameters the PB space determine the high
DOF (degree of freedom) dynamics in the lower layer. This has
also been discovered by motor control in biological system.
As Bernstein [6] proposed, generation of certain movements
is not so trivial, since the body in most biological system is
a highly-redundant manipulator, which is comparable to solve
control extreme abundance of DOF systems in a stable manner.
In terms of emotional driven behaviours in this paper, certainly
those behaviours cannot be solely driven by the emotion states,
because behaviours are actually results from numerous factors:
such as person decision and situations. Nevertheless, the shortterm subtle actions, such as tilt angle of head, are mediated
by the emotion states [5], [22].
In this paper, we adopted the recurrent neural network with
parametric bias (RNNPB) model to train the mapping between
an expression space to emotional body movements. The movement data were captured by a movement capture system. A
PCA algorithm were first utilised to reduce dimensionality of
the raw data as a pre-whitening stage. During training, the
values corresponding to the same emotional behaviours are
self-organized in the PB space in an unsupervised way. The
PB units became an expression space arisen from the same
emotion, since the PB space has lower-number of dimensions
than the training data. In recognition and generation modes,
with various synaptic weight updating schemes, the RNNPB
network was also able to recognize and to generate trained
behaviour sequences.
Interestingly, as generic recurrent networks, the RNNPB
model also showed a generalisation ability during generation
mode: using untrained PB values, which located between
certain trained behaviours in the expression space, the network
could generate certain avatar behaviours that could indicate
“interval” emotions of the agent. This also endorsed that the
behaviour space should be continuous. In the neural dynamic
aspect, the PB units can be regarded as bifurcation parameters
with a small number of dimensions to change the topological
structure (i.e. different body movements) of the network.
Two future experiments will be conducted:
1) an online quantitative survey will be conducted to investigate the human perception to emotions arisen from
the manually generated avatar behaviours;
2) joint angles from motion capture data will be used
to train the RNNPB network, in order to allow the
humanoid robot NAO to generate non-verbal behaviours

In the second demonstration, we mainly investigated the
recognition mode of the network. Similar to the training, ten
new sequences that captured from five emotions and walking/standing behaviours were fed into the walking/standingtrained networks, respectively, to test whether the networks
can distinguish the emotion correctly. A stopping criterion is
set if the updating of PB values was smaller than a threshold
in consecutive 200 times:
kδkP B k < 

(9)

where  = 0.001 is the threshold.
In Figs. 3 we compared the trained PB values and the
recognized ones (asterisk markers). Together with the training
sets, markers with the same colour implied the same emotions.
Tabs. IV and V showed the distance in the PB space between
the recognized values and the average training values we
obtained in the previous experiment. We can still identify they
were locating closer the same emotions in the PB space. In
other words, inherited from generic RNN network, the RNNPB network owns generalisation capability to predict/classify
untrained sequences.
C. Generation of Behaviours
Given that the PB values representing certain kinds of
emotion-related behaviours in the learning and recognition
modes, we further adjusted the PB values in the network’s
generation mode to test the its performance in generating
behaviours. These behaviours were represented in a 78dimensional data-set by reconstructing the network output.
These simulations were done by adjusting the PB units into
the pre-trained values and the novel values as the midpoints
between either two pre-trained values in the PB space. In the
avatar demonstrations, only the body skeleton were shown by
means of the lines connecting to skeleton points. Part of the
demonstrations can be viewed online3 . Apart from the trained
emotions, some “interval” emotions from the behaviours can
be also perceived when the novel points in the PB spaces were
selected.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
The RNNPB network has recently been applied in various
cognitive models since it was proposed a decade ago. It can
be accounted for its distinct hierarchical features that can be
found in cognitive processes, in which the higher level (PB
3 http://youtu.be/9yahOKcEi-A

(a) Coordinates of the PB Vectors of Standing Behaviour

(b) Coordinates of the PB Vectors of Walking Behaviour

Figure 3: PB values of different emotions under two behaviours in learning and recognition modes: the same shape of markers
indicate the same emotion; PB values in recognition mode were shown with asterisk markers.

from its expression space.
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